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Abstract| We are the �rst to develop SPICE compatible

circuit model for partial reluctance K. It can be combined

with any partial reluctance based extraction method to per-

form RLC simulation directly without the need of inverting

partial reluctance matrix back into partial inductance domain

or modifying conventional simulator.

To build symmetrical partial reluctance matrix, we also pro-

posed blocked K method based on group concept to cover more

magnetic couplings. Both quantitive analysis and experiments

demonstrated that the combination of the SPICE compatible

circuit model and the blocked K method has the best com-

promise between accuracy and performance among all SPICE

compatible sparsi�cation techniques.

I. Introduction

With the advance of modern IC technology, the inter-
connect delay and crosstalk have become bottlenecks in
chip performance. It is critical to model interconnect par-
asitics more accurately for chip signal integrity sign-o�.
For 0.13�m technology and below, the previously prevail-
ing RC model for on-chip interconnects is not accurate
enough. The impedance of interconnects is composed of
two parts: resistance part R, and inductance part !L.
As the clock frequency increases, the inductance part in-
creases almost linearly with respect to frequency. Mean-
while, the resistance part is reduced due to the adoption
of copper technology and the use of wider and thicker
interconnects as global wires. Therefore, the inductance
e�ects becomes more and more signi�cant.

However, inductance extraction is di�cult due to un-
known current return path. Although partial inductance
concept [1, 2] can avoid the return path issue, it intro-
duces huge full partial inductance matrices for large com-
plex IC circuits which are impracticable to solve for down-
stream simulators. shift-truncation method was proposed
by Krauter, et al [3, 4] to sparsify the partial inductance
matrix while preserving circuit stability. However, it need
to pick the shell radius large enough to cover the possible
return paths.

An alternative approach was proposed by Devgan et al
based on the idea that the partial reluctance matrix (the
inverse partial inductance matrix), has locality similar to
capacitance matrix. This locality directly bene�ts extrac-
tion step through enabling window-based extraction, K
method[5]. Recently, some other partial reluctance based
algorithms were proposed to further improve the e�ciency

[6, 7]. However, to fully take advantage of the sparse par-
tial reluctance K matrix in simulation step, modi�cation
in conventional simulator is needed, such as KSim [8] or
INDUCTWISE [9]. This becomes the major drawback
that prevents K-based method being widely adopted [10].
Many e�ort has been spent investigating SPICE com-

patible approaches, while still keeping the e�ciency of the
K method. The double inverse method [11] proposed to
invert partial reluctance matrix back into partial induc-
tance domain to perform RLC simulation. However, it
sacri�ce performance and accuracy through twice matrix
inversion and once more sparsi�cation in inverted par-
tial reluctance matrix. Wire duplication method achieved
SPICE compatibility with the cost of four times couplings
required in the K method and about N dummy induc-
tors and N extra voltage controlled voltage sources for
N -conductor system [12].
In this paper, two SPICE compatible circuit models

for partial reluctance K were developed for the �rst time.
One is voltage controlled voltage source (VCVS) model,
the other is current controlled current source (CCCS)
model. Both models are as stable, sparse, and as accurate
as the K method. In fact, they are both mathematically
equivalent to partial reluctance K. They can be combined
with any partial reluctance based extraction method to
perform SPICE compatible RLC simulation with mini-
mum extra elements and no coupling increase.
We also proposed blocked K method based on similar

group concept as in shared group calculation algorithm
[6] to build symmetrical partial reluctance matrix which
capture same amount of magnetic coupling information as
in wire duplication method. We showed that the blocked
K method only contains half of the number of individ-
ual mutual terms, and about only one third of self terms
compared to the wire duplication method.
Experiment results demonstrated that the combination

of VCVS model and blocked K method has the best com-
promise between accuracy and performance among all
SPICE compatible sparsi�cation techniques.

II. SPICE Compatible Circuit Models for

Partial Reluctance Element

One of the reason for partial inductance concept being
so popular is that partial inductance obeys the same cir-
cuit branch equation as inductance does, shown in Eq. (1).
Therefore, conventional SPICE can simulate partial in-



ductance element without any modi�cation.

s[L]~I = ~V (1)

By de�nition, partial reluctance matrixK is the inverse
of partial inductance matrix L.

[K] = [L]�1 (2)

Consequently, the circuit branch equation for partial
reluctance element is again the inverse linear system of
partial inductance, shown in Eq. (3).

1

s
[K]~V = ~I (3)

However, the conventional SPICE does not support
partial reluctance element or the above branch equation
Eq. (3) directly. This becomes the major road-block to
adopt the Kmethod using SPICE. It's important to create
a SPICE compatible circuit model without loss e�ciency
of the K method.
To be compatible with SPICE, we have to manipulate

the partial reluctance branch governing equation. Con-
sider the ith row in Eq. (3),

NX
j=1

KijVj = sIi (4)

Divided by Kii at both sides of Eq. (4),
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Eq. (5) can be re-written into the following format,
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Fig. 1. SPICE compatible partial reluctance circuit model using
VCVS

Figure 1 shows the modeling of wire i. It's modeled
as one resistor, one inductor, and one VCVS in series.
The output of this VCVS is controlled by multiple in-
puts, that is, multiple branch voltages in the modeling
of other magnetically coupled wires. Note that, there is
no direct inductive couplings among di�erent wire induc-
tors, 1

Kii
. All magnetic couplings among di�erent wires

are now represented by VCVSs.
For the optimized window size, wire duplication method

introduces about four times couplings required in the K
method and an additionalN�2b dummy wires whereN is
the total wire number, and b is the neighbor number [12].
This is about additional N dummy inductors and N ex-
tra voltage controlled sources, since b� N in most cases.
This the price wire duplication method pay for RLC simu-
lation instead of RKC simulation. Let's examine the cost
of VCVS models.
The VCVS equivalent circuit model introduces one volt-

age controlled source for each wire. For N -conductor sys-
tem, it's additional N controlled sources. The number
of couplings in K method is preserved unchanged as the
number of inputs for the voltage controlled sources.
If the circuit simulator does not support controlled

source with more than one input, we can expand the
above multiple-input voltage controlled source into N � 1
single-input voltage controlled sources in series. However,
it is not very e�cient in modi�ed nodal analysis (MNA),
since each additional node will be associated to an ad-
ditional unknown node voltage, and each voltage source
will be corresponding to an extra unknown current. To
minimize the number of unknowns introduced by above
VCVS model, we develop another SPICE-compatible
model when only single-input controlled source is allowed.
Divided by s at both sides of Eq. (4), we get

Ii =

NX
j=1

1

s
KijVj (7)

We can re-write Eq. (7) as

Ii =
1

s
KiiVi +

NX
j=1;j 6=i

Kij

Kjj

�
1

s
KjjVj

�
(8)

If we de�ne Iii as the branch current of inductor 1
Kii

,
that is,

Iii =
1

s
KiiVi; i = 1; : : : ; N; (9)

then Eq. (8) can be represented into similar format as
Eq. (6),

Ii =
1

s
KiiVi +

NX
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Kij

Kjj

Ijj (10)

Eq. (10) shows the branch current of wire i is equal
to the sum of branch currents of a inductor 1

Kii
and a

current controlled current source (CCCS). This CCCS is
controlled by the linear combination of branch currents of
other wires. Thus, wire i can be modeled as one resistor,
one inductor, and one current controlled current source
(CCCS), shown in Figure 2. Like previous VCVS model,



these three elements are all supported in general circuit
simulator. Therefore, it's another SPICE compatible par-
tial reluctance circuit model.
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Fig. 2. SPICE compatible partial reluctance circuit model using
CCCS

Compared to VCVS partial reluctance circuit model,
the CCCS model introduces one extra zero voltage source
per wire to serve as the reference current input for the
current controlled source. This is to follow the conven-
tion rule in Berkeley SPICE and HSPICE that the refer-
ence unknown current in controlled source must be the
branch current of a voltage source. Therefore, CCCS
model introduces N more elements than that in VCVS
model, when multiple input control source is allowed. If
only single-input control source is allowed, we can expand
the multiple-input current controlled current source into
N � 1 single-input current source in parallel. Compared
to VCVS model, this model has the advantage that no
extra nodes are needed.

III. Blocked K method

In traditional K-based method, if we consider 2b neigh-
bor conductors for each active conductor, the window size
is 2b+1. In total, there are about b�N inductive couplings
and N self partial reluctance elements for N conductors
system.
As pointed out in wire duplication method, a larger

window size (optimal value is 4b) is always preferred, since
it can capture more inductive couplings while introduces
minimum dummy elements. With larger windows, fewer
groups are needed to model all conductors. Charlie et al
proposed similar concept, shared group calculation (SGC)
algorithm, on traditional K method to speed up partial re-
luctance extraction since fewer groups means fewer matrix
inversion [6]. Physically, SGC algorithm and wire dupli-
cation method capture same amount magnetic couplings.
To compare fairly, we want to use SGC algorithm as base
to compare our SPICE compatible models with wire du-
plication method. In this section, we want to compare
the size of the equivalent circuits among wire duplication

method, VCVS, and CCCS models in detail.
Note that mutual partial inductance between conduc-

tor i and conductor j are always identical, e.g. Lij = Lji.
Unlike partial inductance, mutual partial reluctance Kij

may be di�erent from Kji due to di�erent extraction win-
dows. However, the SGC algorithm didn't specify how to
build a symmetrical partial reluctance matrix. We pro-
pose the following blocked K method to create a symmet-
rical partial reluctance matrix using larger window.
Assume two adjacent groups of conductors G(i�1)

and G(i). Group G(i�1) contains conductors
lp�b; : : : ; lp; : : : ; lq�1; : : : ; lq+b�1, where conductors
lp; : : : ; lq�1; q > p are active conductors. Group G(i)

contains conductors lq�b; : : : ; lq; : : : ; lr�1; : : : ; lr+b�1,
where conductors lq; : : : ; lr; r > q are active conductors.
lq�b; : : : ; lq+b�1 are the overlapped conductors between
the two adjacent groups. For simplicity, assume each
group has same neighbor number.

� For group i, calculate the partial inductance matrix
Li including all conductors from lq�b to lr+b�1.

� Calculate the small Ki matrix by inverting Li.

� Fill sub-matrix Ki(q� b : r� 1; q : r� 1) in whole K
matrix at the columns corresponding to conductor lq
to lr�1. Here we use same notation as in [12]: K

i(m :
n; q : r) refers to the sub-matrix at the intersection
of the row corresponding to conductors lm to ln and
the columns corresponding to conductors lq to lr, in
matrix Ki.

� Fill sub-matrix Ki(q : r � 1; q � b : q � 1) in whole
K matrix at the columns corresponding to conductor
lq�b to lq�1.

� Repeat above four steps for each group. Note that in
the last group, the last b conductors from lN�b+1 to
lN are also active conductors.

Following the above blocked K algorithm, we can get
a symmetrical sparse partial reluctance matrix K. For
simplicity, we assume that all the groups are of the same
size B. Same as the wire duplication method, the number
of conductors commonly found in two adjacent groups

are 2b. So the number of groups need is n = (N�2b)
(B�2b)

[12]. According to above algorithm, each group except
the �rst and last ones, has (B � 2b)(B � b) elements for
active conductors and b(B � 2b) elements for overlapped
conductors with previous group, that is combined B(B �

2b) elements. The �rst group will contributes (B � b)2

elements since it has no previous group. The last group
contributes (B � b)B + b(B � b) elements, since the last
group has B � b active conductors.
So the total number of elements in �nal K matrix is

(n� 2) �B(B � 2b) + (B � b)2 + (B + b)(B � b) = N �B:

Besides the N self partial reluctance elements, there
are 0:5N � (B� 1) inductive couplings. If we pick B = 4b,
same as the optimal window size as in wire duplication



method, blocked K method has about two times couplings
required in traditional K method, and half of the number
of couplings required in wire duplication method.
Since there is no dummy wires in blocked K method, the

self partial reluctance number is the same as traditional K
method, about one third of branches which are required
in wire duplication method.
If apply VCVS model on blocked K method, there will

be the half number of couplings and self inductors, and
the same number of VCVSs compared to wire duplica-
tion method. As for CCCS model applied on blocked K
method, there will be the half of the number of couplings
and the same number of branches and controlled sources.

IV. Experiment Results

To verify the accuracy of the above two SPICE compati-
ble circuit models of partial reluctance element, we choose
a bus structure consisting of 128 conductors. The driver
resistance is 50
, and the load capacitance is 30fF. To
exaggerate far away current return path e�ect, only the
128th conductor is a return wire with no driver resistance.
The length of all conductors is 1mm, the cross-section is
1x1�m, and the spacing between conductors is 1�m. Each
conductor is broken into �ve equal segments in order to
create a large yet illustrative system matrix.
A 1V 10ps ramp input is applied to the �rst conductor,

and the rest are quiet. The reference results are obtained
through full partial inductance matrix, that is including
all inductive couplings between every pair of segments.
Six di�erent sparsi�cation algorithms are implemented,
VCVS model, CCCS model, blocked K method, wire du-
plication method [12], shift-truncation method [13], and
double inverse method [11]. The truncation only method
has negative eigenvalues, leading to unstable simulation
result, which is not shown here.
The far end node voltage responses of conductor 1 are

shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4. The far end node volt-
age responses of conductor 4 are shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6. Out of all the di�erent approaches, only the
blocked K method is not SPICE compatible, and is ob-
tained through KSim [8], all other SPICE compatible sim-
ulations are performed by Berkeley SPICE. As introduced
by Ji, et al[8], KSim shares same mathematical engine as
Berkeley SPICE, just enhanced to simulate partial reluc-
tance K directly. So the performance gain by blocked K
method only results in the partial reluctance algorithm
itself, instead of simulation engine.
In wire duplication method, we choose neighbor number

as 2, and the optimal window size, which is 8.
To capture same amount of couplings, we implement

blocked K method as described in section III, using the
same window size and neighbor number as in wire dupli-
cation method. In this case, 404,480 of the total 409,600
matrix terms are set to zero (about 98.75% sparse). Both
VCVS and CCCS models are then applied on blocked K
method. From Figure 3 and Figure 5, we can �rst observe
that both VCVS and CCCS models match exactly with
the blocked K method. This is as expected since we have
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paper
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shown both models are mathematically equivalent to K.
Secondly, the blocked K method and VCVS/CCCS model
are all very close to the corresponding reference results.
There is only negligible di�erence for the aggressor's delay
and overshoot, and victim's �rst undershoot.

We also implemented double inverse method and shift-
truncation method. Both approaches have similar num-
ber of inductive couplings as in blocked K method, that
is about half number of coupling as in wire duplication
method. We can see that the waveform of both shift-
truncation method and double inverse method deviate sig-
ni�cantly from the reference results, especially for victim's
far end voltage response, shown in Figure 4 and Figure 6.

The waveforms of wire duplication method are much
better than other previous method in the literatures, such
as double inverse method and shift-truncation method,
since it contains more coupling items. Its waveforms are
close to the corresponding reference results, but does not
converge to the reference results as fast as the VCVS and
CCCS models, even with more coupling items. Note that
the blocked K method/VCVS/CCCS model only contain
half number of inductive couplings as in wire duplication
method with same window size as we analyzed in Section
III. Due to more coupling terms, it's not surprisingly
shown in below performance table that the wire dupli-
cation method is slower compared to all the approaches
proposed in this paper, the blocked K method, and the
VCVS/CCCS models.

Table 1 shows the simulation time of di�erent ap-
proaches. Clearly, the direct partial reluctance element
simulation, blocked K method, shows the most speed up
compared to other sparsi�cation techniques. However,
it requires extra modi�cation in conventional simulators
[8, 9].

The performance of CCCS model is similar to wire
duplication model. This is not much surprise, since
both models have similar circuit system size, which is
about 3N inductors and voltage/current sources in to-
tal. Although CCCS model is a little slower than shift-

Table 1. Run time of di�erent methods
method CPU time(s) Speed up

full L matrix 18838.5 1.0x
blocked K method 9.0 2093x

VCVS model 38.2 493x
shift-truncate 107.9 175x

wire duplication method 138.8 136x
CCCS model 140.3 134x

double inverse method 423.8 44x

truncation method under same sparsity condition, it is
much more accurate as shown in Figure 3 to and Figure 6.
The VCVS model achieves about 3.6 times speed up

compared to wire duplication model, since VCVS model
only use N inductors and N voltage sources, which is
aboutN unknowns less than wire duplication model. This
advantage will become even greater for larger designs,
since simulators always involves super-linear matrix op-
erations. Therefore, in cases where direct partial reluc-
tance simulator is not available, VCVS model shows the
best compromise between accuracy and performance. It
spends the least amount of time for RLC simulation while
maintains exact same accuracy as the K method.

V. Concluding Remarks

Two SPICE compatible circuit models were developed
for the �rst time for partial reluctance K. Both models are
able to construct SPICE compatible circuits out of reluc-
tance net lists with only N or 2N extra elements, and
no couplings increase needed. They are able to fully uti-
lize the accuracy and sparsity of partial reluctance based
extraction method without the need of inverting partial
reluctance matrix back to inductance, or modifying con-
ventional SPICE simulators.
To capture more magnetic couplings while preserving

symmetry of partial reluctance matrix, we also proposed
blocked K method. Detail analysis was performed to de-
termine the advantage of each partial reluctance model.
Both mathematical analysis and experiment results

demonstrated that the combination of VCVS model and
blocked K method achieved the best accuracy and e�-
ciency as compared to alternative SPICE compatible ap-
proaches.
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